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Motivation

Deep Hierarchical Contexts

Dataset: WIDER Attribute
WIDER Attribute is a large-scale human attribute dataset with image 
event annotations. It contains 13789 images belonging to 30 scene 
categories, and 57524 human bounding boxes each annotated with 14 
attributes.

Results
Mean AP (%) on 3 datasets: Berkeley Attribute of People, HAT and 
WIDER Attribute (B: baseline, HC: human-centric context, SC: scene-
level context):

Conclusion
We proposed a novel deep model for human attribute recognition. It 
adaptively selects human parts and utilizes hierarchical contexts of 
humans and scene for robust attribute recognition.
We introduced a large-scale WIDER Attribute dataset with rich human 
attribute and event class annotations.
Project page: 
http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/WIDERAttribute.html

Framework: Fast-RCNN + VGG16.
Four attribute scoring branches using different cues:

Person bounding box.
Attribute-specific parts.
Human-centric context.
Scene-level context.
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Human Attribute Recognition by Deep Hierarchical Contexts

Human attribute recognition: a fine-grained classification problem.
Leverage contextual cues to make human attributes more recognizable:

Neighboring similar people are likely to have similar attributes.
People’s attributes are related to the scenes they appear in.
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Human-centric context: select nearest neighbor parts of other people 
on the deep feature pyramid (below left).
Scene-level context: map scene classification score to attribute prior 
probability (below right).

Statistics:

Dataset Images
Human 

Bounding
Boxes

Boxes
Per

Image
Attributes Scenes

Berkeley 8035 17628 2.2 9 -

HAT 9344 19872 2.1 27 -

GRP 20999 27454 1.3 4 -

PARSE-27k 9887 ~27000 2.7 10 -

WIDER 
Attribute 13789 57524 4.2 14 30

Illustration of image scenes:

Dataset PANDA ACNH R-CNN R*CNN Ours 
(B)

Ours
(B+HC)

Ours
(B+HC+SC)

Berkeley 79.0 80.0 87.8 89.2 90.8 92.2 -
HAT - 66.2 76.3 76.4 76.7 78.0 -

WIDER 
Attribute - - 80.0 80.5 80.5 80.9 81.3

Visualization of attribute recognition results and scene prediction:

Given the input image , person bounding box , a set of detected parts 
, and CNN function , the score of attribute is computed by 

fusing multiple cues:

: attribute-specific part for attribute .
: nearest neighbor parts of .

: attribute classifier weights corresponding to body 
bounding box, body part, and scene classification score.

: scene classifier weights.
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